
Out of
the box

September 13th -16th 2018, Brussels

International  
conference 

on creative writing

The European Association of Creative Writing 
Programmes, a European network organisation 
that unites players in the field of creative writing, 
and Creatief Schrijven vzw, the Flemish expert-
organisation for literary writing, are delighted to 
invite you to the fourth international conference for 
teachers and coaches of creative writing in Brussels.

For teachers and coaches of creative writing

The programme includes workshops, lectures and round table discussions in English, 

French and Dutch, with plenty of room for your own input and for dialogue. Certain 

sessions focus on the broad domain of the profession of writing, others on (ped)agogical 

methods. We invite you to share your experiences and reflections on the art of teaching 

creative writing. How do you inspire your students who wish to learn to write creatively? 

How do you help them make progress and surpass their capacities? The theme ‘Out of 

the box’ is the red thread throughout the conference. Don’t miss this unique networking 

moment.  

 

Compile your own programme and register.  
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Official opening

Thursday evening, September 13th

venue Pianofabriek

After Spain, Finland and Italy, writing teachers from abroad and 

within Belgium gather in Belgium/Brussels for the first time to 

kick off the fourth international pedagogic conference.

The winner of the first EACWP Flash Fiction contest will give a 

live performance and the award will be celebrated.  

 

This will be followed by a walking dinner. It is an ideal 

opportunity to become acquainted with colleagues from various 

parts of Europe.  

Some words of explanation about the programme

WORKSHOPS
In a group of maximum 12 participants you will explore a chosen topic with a specialist, 

and then you will actively set to work. This involves a little bit less conversation, and more 

action.

LECTURES 
The lectures centre on stimulating a love of learning. Specialists give tips and advice 

on how to improve how you motivate, feed, guide and coach students in their learning 

process.

ROUND TABLES
You are presented with an interesting good practice that is succinct and to the point. 

You then fire off your questions. How can you position this in your own creative writing 

practice? After half an hour, you move on, and are free to sample another initiative. 



Slam Poetry
10:00 - 13:15 (NL)

Max Greyson gives workshops in linguistic creativity, poetry, slam poetry 

and theatre in secondary schools and to adults. By means of enthusiasm and 

openness, Max Greyson aims to loosen and stretch your language muscles, or 

those of your students, so you can then set to work yourselves with pen and paper 

and on a stage. In that way everyone can seek out, find and develop a voice of 

their own.

Max Greyson (BE) is a poet, prose writer and a performer of 

spoken word from Antwerp. He has been touring Europe since 

2011 performing spoken word in international, interdisciplinary 

musical theatre performances.  In 2015 he became the Poetry 

Slam vice-champion of The Netherlands and in 2016 his first 

collection Waanzin went niet was published by Arbeiderspers.

*All workshops, lectures and good practices are in English, unless indicated otherwise.

Laboratory for creative writing tasks 
10:00 - 11:30

“Imagination is the harvest that comes before sowing.” - Saint-Pol-Roux 

As a teacher or coach of creative writing, the art lies in stimulating your students’ imagination, in 

showing them the tools of writers, and in offering them precisely what they need in their writing 

process at that moment. But how do you do that? In this workshop we will look at methods for 

triggering your students’ imagination and at developing your own creative writing tasks with the 

aid of a useful technique. 

Leen van den Berg (BE) was educated as a historian and a psycho analyst.  

She writes both for adults and children. She has been teaching creative writing in 

Belgium and abroad for over twenty years and is part of the team that gives the 

training for teachers of creative writing at Creatief Schrijven.

venue deBuren

WORKSHOPS

Friday, September 14th



The Brussels underbelly 
10:00 - 13:15

Have you always wanted to roam underground? This is your chance. Travel and write as 

you go with creative writing teacher Peter van der Graaf and discover the Brussels Metro 

in an indescribable way. Discover the deep south and climb the highest heights. On the 

way you may catch a glimpse of the Atomium or the Palace of Justice, but mostly, we will 

be exploring this world city’s underbelly, its nether-world. The Brussels Metro is often 

called the largest underground art gallery, but since some of the stations are not that far 

apart, we will occasionally walk the distance between stops. Along the way you will be 

given lively writing tasks that will make you look at the underground from a different 

perspective. Will you join us?

Peter van der Graaf (NL) teaches creative writing in the initial 

year Literary Writing of Creatief Schrijven and at the Centrum voor 

de Kunsten Nieuwe Veste in Breda. Each year Peter organises the 

Treinschrijfdag (NL), a whole day of roaming and writing by train, and 

delightful writing retreats in Blegny (B) and the South of France. 

venue deBuren

WORKSHOPS

Friday, September 14th

Group dynamics 
11:45 - 13:15

A group of writing people gets together. They carefully explore the group. Or they prefer to 

wait and see. Slowly they show more of themselves. In words and blank spaces. In wispy 

fragments and full sentences. Recognition. Or not. Appreciation. Or not. Laughter and 

murmuring.  Slowly lines are laid down on the page. Invisible threads. They carry, tolerate, 

or suffocate. The group: creative source, warm bath or threatening barrier?

This is a session for teachers of creative writing who are fascinated by the invisible powers 

at play in a group. It is for whomever wishes to receive some handles for guiding a bunch 

of participants towards being a constructive learning group, so that (learning) creative 

writing together can have a true added value. 

Tamara Lenaerts (BE) is trainer group dynamics, public speaking’ coach  

and lecturer in the training for creative writing teachers.



Short Story
14:30 - 16:00 (NL)

How do you get started with short stories in the classroom? This workshop from the 

extensive range of Jeugd en Poëzie offers the answer. Every day more than a hundred  

unwritten stories pass: in the newspaper, on instagram, on the bus, in your own head. It is 

a matter of finding them. In this workshop you will search for a beginning, a start and a 

storyline in 55 words. 

Astrid Haerens (BE) lives and works in Brussels. She writes poetry and 

prose. She also performs and works as a freelance teacher of creative 

writing at Jeugd & Poëzie, among others.

© Maite Morren

venue deBuren

WORKSHOPS

Friday, September 14th

Podcast
14:30 - 16:00

In this session you will learn the basic skills to make a podcast by yourself. You will 

acquaint yourself with audio software, learn how to use a recording device, receive 

interview tips and listen to a number of examples. You will come up with a short scenario 

for a podcast of your own, for which you will also make recordings. 

Corinne Heyrman (BE) works in theatre, writes prose and non-fiction 

and teaches at the Academy of Hoboken.  

© Gaby Jongelenen Fotografie



Brussels state of affairs
14:30 - 17:45

Regarding their new project Brussels: state of affairs, Frank De Crits and Elke de Rijcke 

accompany the multilingual poetic collective on a walk throughout their city. A tour 

which on one hand fixates on the historical/literary aspects, and on the other focuses on 

transformation and innovation in the city. Writers such as Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Victor 

Hugo and Tolstoj will also be discussed.

Elke De Rijcke (BE) is poet, translator, teacher and member of the Brussels 

poetry collective. 

 

Frank De Crits (BE) has called Brussels his home for over 50 years.  

He roughly wrote seven poetry bundles, one of which being an anthology 

solely dedicated to poems about the capital. Among other things he was 

active at the middagen van de poëzie, Passa Porta and Het Beschrijf.

venue deBuren

WORKSHOPS

Friday, September 14th

Creative autobiographical writing  
with non-native speakers.
16:15 - 17:45

Non-native speakers with minimal knowledge of the language of their host country can 

learn how to write in that language about their own experiences. They learn to write 

about their life in the new host country, but also about experiences as a migrant, refugee 

or asylum seeker. They write in mixed groups composed of people of different origins. 

We will share our methodology, appropriate didactic and methodological tips for writing 

assignments, and touch on group dynamics, organization and working conditions.

Erik Vanhee (BE) and Danielle Eeraerts (BE) 

are teachers in creative writing. Danielle is 

assistant in psychology. For over 15 years they 

has been giving workshops that are accessible  

to all. 



Whydunnit
16:15 - 17:45 (NL)

A whydunnit is a detective story in which the focus doesn’t lie on who has committed the 

crime, but on the motives why someone committed that crime. Heleen Schoone lets you 

hear three series of noises, from rummaging in the kitchen to the firing of a Kalashnikov. 

Through exercises in a small group, you come up with a story that triggers the beginning 

of a whydunnit, following the example of Maigret. Fun and crazy stories are guaranteed.

Heleen Schoone (NL) is a teacher of creative writing, journalist, 

playwright and educational writer, for, among others, the publisher 

Noordhoff.  She has contributed to the development of methods for 

improving language, nature, technique and reading skills.  

venue deBuren

WORKSHOPS

Friday, September 14th

Facestudy
10:00 - 11:30

The face is often seen as a cipher for character, personal history and identity. Based on 

online creative writing MA teaching, this presentation considers immersive observation 

techniques which are connected to Art History and Bhuddism. The session will review 

texts that have a particular focus on faces, analyse how faces are used as both prompts 

to writing but also how scrutinising facial features can be written about concisely and 

symbolically. The focus will be on creative nonfiction, but the methods can be transferred 

to other genres (i.e. fiction and poetry). The presentation will offer example activities and 

teaching suggestions – and some images of faces. 

Derek Neale (UK) is a novelist, short story writer and dramatist. He 

is head of Creative Writing at The Open University in the UK. Besides 

his creative work he has published several books on the art and craft of 

writing and recorded many interviews with writers about the creative 

process (due to be published in book form in 2019). He is currently editor 

of the NAWE  journalWriting in Practice. 

LECTURES



How do you make a poetry performance? 
11:45 - 12:30

How do you write a multi-layered poetry performance? That was the central question 

in Evelien Verhegge’s artistic research for LUCA School of Arts. Her in-depth research 

focuses on the stacking of image, sound, and meaning. Can you approach the writing of a 

performative text via specific protocols? Can you distinguish between the various layers of 

a poetry performance, draw them apart and then slot them back together again? How can 

you structurally integrate the unexpected – which is part of our notion of time and space – 

into the creation of a performance-oriented text? In this session you can find out.

Evelien Verhegge (BE) is a freelance actress and stage manager. 

Additionally she spends her days writing short prose pieces, poetry and 

wordplays, of which she thereafter creates drawings, recordings and 

performances.

Virtual pedagogical masculinities 
12:30 - 13:15

This presentation draws on the study of pedagogical masculinities using virtual reality 

simulators such as Second Life in the teaching of creative non-fiction writing. The 

emphasis is on learning through experience; good creative-non-fiction writing is borne 

from concrete experiences. Blended pedagogical practices, such as VR, benefit students 

in understanding the mechanics of gender-role, sexuality and masculine identity in their 

work. This allows students of both sexes to understand and experience the psychosocial 

and emotional internalisations of their masculine characters, and the diverse natural, 

socio-political and partially physiological factors affect modern masculinity as a social 

construct.

Marco Biceci (UK) is an author, playwright and PhD researcher in 

Creative Writing at the University of Portsmouth. His research interests 

include creative non-fiction writing and masculine identity development.

venue deBuren

LECTURES

Friday, September 14th



The writing student  
as director of his own development 
11:45 - 12:30

When you guide a student in the writing of a short story or a novel, it may at times occur to you 

that they are not sufficiently aided if you only focus on the submitted text. Even if you read their 

work carefully, and you know how to indicate what works and what doesn’t, still you think: how 

can I truly assist them; how do I support them in such a way that they themselves discover what 

works and what doesn’t, so that he/she discovers how to continue developing themselves? In 

that case this lecture gives you a helping hand. We zoom in on how you can support the student 

as the director of his or her own development. We arrive at a concrete and simple concept you 

can use right away. It gives you just a slightly different perspective on the teaching of creative 

writing.

Ton Rozeman (NL) attended the training at the Schrijversvakschool in 

Amsterdam, where he has now been teaching for some ten years himself. He 

published the handbook Korte Verhalen Schrijven (writing short stories) and three 

short story compilations, which got him on the shortlists of the AKO and Libris 

Literature prizes. 

Activating training:  
more than the transmission of knowledge 
14:30 - 16:00

In this session you will learn how education and, in particular, the role of the 

teacher has evolved in recent decades to meet the demands of the 21st century 

student. You will be given a set of lesson scenarios for introducing a more creative 

and interactive build-up in your courses and for developing students’ individual 

competencies. You will discover the theory of how to activate a group as an 

“instructional designer”.

Dr. Mario Gielen (BE) is an educational advisor and Instructional 

Designer. He works with the course Innovative teaching and training 

at the University of Hasselt.  He also teaches general didactics in the 

Specific Teacher Training course TEW, and at PXL in the Bachelor 

of Education, secondary education. He is involved in a number of 

research projects on development and poverty.© Quintelle Nix

venue deBuren

LECTURES

Friday, September 14th



Creative writing in Brazil -  
how not to carve out a garret within the ivory tower  
16:15 - 17:45 (FR)

Creative Writing is becoming a part of Brazilian academic life. In 2006 Pontifical Catholic 

University of Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS) became the first university in the country to 

offer students the opportunity to write creative work in in Literary Theory postgraduate 

courses. It was still not a Creative Writing Program, what became a reality in 2012, 

when PUCRS established the Creative Writing concentration (joining Literary Theory 

and Linguistics) – other institutions and academic journals have showed interest in the 

discipline. This seminar reflects on how to avoid Creative Writing to carve out “a garret 

within the ivory tower of the university” (DAWSON, 2005) in the Brazilian context and 

how to relate to the public sphere. In this regard, Luís will talk about a year-long weekly 

writing workshop for Psychiatric Patients Luís conducted in a public hospital.

Luís Roberto Amabile (BRA) is a Brazilian writer and a lecturer in 

Literature and Creative Writing at Pontifical Catholic University of  

Rio Grande do Sul (PUCRS) in Brazil.

Fiction first, history second  
16:15 - 17:45

Historical fiction presents a writer with enormous challenges: a demand for scholarship; 

the dilemma of dialogue; the struggle to reconcile originality and consensual 

understanding; and the need, finally, to follow Edmond Rostand and shut the door on 

your research. The rewards are immense and include great contributions to national 

identity and global understanding, as Hilary Mantel, Tomasi di Lampedusa and Orhan 

Pamuk, among others, demonstrate. How can we support writers when they approach 

this most rewarding and most demanding of genres? This presentation is based on Celia 

Brayfield’s Masters course in Historical Fiction and her recent book, co-authored with 

Duncan Sprott, Writing Historical Fiction: A Writers & Artists Companion. 

Dr. Celia Brayfield (UK) is a novelist, journalist and cultural commentator. 

She teaches novel and short fiction writing, life writing, travel writing, 

feature journalism and professional development for writers. Her interests 

include women’s fiction, historical fiction, and creative writing pedagogy. 

Celia Brayfield is Senior Lecturer in Creative Writing at Bath Spa 

University and Vice-Chair of the Higher Education Committee of NAWE, 

the National Association of Writers in Education in the UK.

venue deBuren

LECTURES

Friday, September 14th



The following subjects will be dealt with:

10:00 - 11:30
Writing with prisoners  
Creatief Schrijven vzw (BE)

Writer’s residence in Paris  
deBuren (BE)

The old and the new school  
of creative writing workshops  
EACWP

11:45 - 13:15
Slam Poetry en gender  
Pianofabriek (BE) 
Transdisciplinary project  
Orhan Kipcak (AUT)

The Writing Party  
Frederik Willem Daem (BE)

The Pianofabriek in the 

colourful neighbourhood of 

Sint-Gillis / Saint Gilles is very 

focused on spoken word. On 

September 15th we will offer a 

programme featuring poetry 

slam and txt on stage. Carmien 

Michels, European Champion 

Poetry Slam 2017,  leads a two-

day masterclass Poetry Slam. 

Information will follow.

venue deBuren venue Pianofabriek

ROUND TABLES PIANOFABRIEK

Friday, September 14th

How has the creative writing workshop evolved over the past years in the creative writing discipline? Have them actually experienced 
substantial changes? Is still the classic apostolic system of the students around the master a common practice in our courses? Which 
additions and variations have been, however, introduced? Ultimately, which are the current innovations, new approaches and models 
of creative writing workshops in Europe? This round table aims to reflect around the old school workshop systems and provide new 
perspectives —either academic or experimental— for the near future.

The Creatief Schrijven foundation coordinated the European project PAROL!, writing and art beyond walls, beyond borders. Together 
with writers and artists and prison inmates from 13 prisons in five different countries, texts and images are created and exchanged.

Every summer since 2012, Flemish-Dutch Huis deBuren has taken a group of young, talented writers to Paris to cross borders to get to 
know each other’s work and ideas, to work on new material and converse with guest speakers from the literary field and the media palette.

In a poetry slam, poets have three minutes to convince an audience to vote them into the next round. The many open mic stages are the 
right place for youths to express their own opinions in all openness. Poetry slams can tackle subjects like race, gender and class.

The teaching project is based on archive materials from the Vienna Poetry School which provided historical audio recordings of readings 
by the Austrian avant-garde writer HC Amtmann and the French sound artist Henri Chopin. These samples were used by students as a 
starting point for their own texts and concepts during the lessons at the Institute for Creative Writing in Vienna. The resulting concepts 
and texts - paraphrases on the works of Artmann and Chopin - were then transformed into audio plays in cooperation with the Sound 
Design students in the studios of the Joanneum in Graz. These amalgams were broadcast in March 2017 and a reading and presentation 
took place in autumn 2017.

Writer Frederik Willem Daem hosted a writing group on Wednesdays at the main branch of the Brussels library. How do you turn such a 
group into a nice collective?

© Koen Broos

Carmien Michels



*All workshops, lectures and good practices are in English, unless indicated otherwise.

Recognise and write subtext 
10:00 - 11:30

In his influential Logic and Conversation (1975), the linguist H.P. Grice suggests that conversation is based 

on a shared principle of co-operation. Intrinsic to this principle are four rules or maxims that underlie all 

human discourse. Borrowing from the study of semantics and Grice’s Theory of Implicature, playwright 

Billy Cowan will demonstrate - through a fun, interactive workshop - how being conscious of these 

maxims, and then breaking, or even sticking to them religiously, can help students better understand and 

write subtext. 

Billy Cowan (UK) is a playwright, a fiction writer and a senior lecturer in Creative 

Writing at Edge Hill University in Lancashire. His first play Smilin’ Through won the 

2003 Writing Out award for Best New Gay Play. Care Taker won The Stage Edinburgh 

Award 2016 at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival. 

Voyage a travers bruxelles 
10:00 - 13:15 (FR) 

Une expédition à travers Bruxelles émaillée de rencontres, mises en 

situation, sessions de travail et discussions à propos de l’acte d’écriture. 

L’enjeu général tournera autour de la question de l’attention. Par les 

temps qui courent, à quoi devons-nous porter attention? Cette question, 

à la fois éthique, esthétique et politique au sens large, travaille tant l’acte 

de l’écriture que celui de l’apprentissage et permettra de générer des 

expériences aiguisées tant sensorielles que réflexives.

Antoine Boute (BE) is an experimental performer, 

writer and poet. He explores the boundaries between 

body, language, image and voice. He is the author of 

roughly ten books, published in France, Belgium and 

Canada.

venue deBuren

WORKSHOPS

Saturday, September 15th



Dr. Ana Guerberof Arenas (IRL) her research explores the role of 

language in the user experience of software delivered with machine 

translation and to understand the relationship to usability. She has also 

worked for more than 20 years in the localisation industry in a great 

variety of roles such as translator, editor, language coordinator, project 

manager, resource and vendor manager, and director of operations. She 

currently works at the Dublin City University.

Stranger fictions: ghosts in the machines
10:00 - 11:30

Ghosts in the Machines (GIM) are a guerrilla network out to prove human writers and 

storytellers are surplus in an age of computerised intelligence. GIM have infiltrated all 

publishing houses and platforms, flooding the literary world with machine-made texts, 

controlling editorials, opinion pieces, journalism and fictions. Their purpose? To prove 

machines are better than humans when it comes to art.  

Under this premise begins a session of Stranger Fictions, an innovative, creative process 

that explodes and explores topics from Information and Communications Technology 

(ICT) research through experimental writing and fiction. This session provides new tools 

and approaches to writing for teachers of creative writing.

Jessica Foley (IRL) is post-doctoral researcher at Trinity College Dublin. 

She has pioneered a research-creation method called Engineering Fictions. 

She invented Stranger Fictions, a process that embraces the power of 

fiction and writing to foster and exercise creativity, honesty, diversity and 

ethical courage in Science and Technology research and industry. Her 

current research subjectively explores the functions of fiction in parsing 

and contextualising Smart Cities and Internet of Things technologies in 

contemporary society.

venue deBuren

WORKSHOPS
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Magic spells: 
archaic folklore in contemporary workshops
11:45 - 13:15

Magic spells belong to the mutual artistic and cultural heritage of the mankind. They are not tools of witchcraft 

but lively poetry which reflects the fears and wishes of human beings, either in a private or collective manner. The 

subject matter in magic spells varies from birth histories to prophecies of disaster, from magic enchantments to 

abusive jokes, and from praising to profanation, etc. A very special feature on the Finnish magic spells is humor. 

The singers of oral poetry are very capable of using irony, parody, satire, grotesque, macabre and other forms 

of comical expression in their poems. In this workshop we’ll learn how to use the meter, rhythm, sounds, and 

vocabulary diachronically and synchronically in contemporary writing. We’ll also experiment with old and new 

methods of teaching spell poetry in a metamodern context.

Ph.L. Reijo Virtanen (FIN) has studied comparative literature at the University of Oulu and the 

University of Jyväskylä. In his studies he has specialized in satire and humor. He has previously 

worked as a scholar, an arts journalist and non-fiction writer, and nowadays also as a teacher of 

creative writing at the Oriveden Opisto (Ahlman School Foundation, Tampere).

How to give feedback in a creative 
way? 
11:45 - 13:15

Not all people have a way with words for speaking about poems 

with subtlety and ease. It is possible to be more adventurous, by 

approaching feedback in a different, more creative way. You could 

weigh up a poem by the colour you would choose if you imagine 

you are colouring it in. Or you could reflect on it based on your 

five senses, the four directions of the wind, or how much you 

would like to tie a rope around it. This is no theoretical lecture, 

but an active, playful quest. 

Alongside ten or so successful collections of 

poetry for young people, Daniel Billiet (BE) 

has published five anthologies. His work has 

absurd overtones and is infused with societal 

engagement.
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Skip intro – digital storytelling
14:30 - 16:00

Stories are linear. First comes the beginning, then the middle, then the end. But in the 

digital world that rule is being challenged. Does technology influence your position as 

an author? How do you involve the reader? Can text-based stories survive online? Or do 

images play the leading role? In these sessions you can gain insight in the influence of the 

Internet on the art of telling stories. 

Side by side, Pieter Blomme (BE) and 

Petra Beeckx (BE) coordinate the Digital 

Storytelling course at Arteveldehogeschool and 

KASK in collaboration with REC. in Ghent. It 

is no surprise that they also like to listen and 

tell stories themselves, at Relaas and Sesam.

How to get into character, actor’s tools for writers 
14:30 - 16:00

Dustin Hoffman ran a marathon before shooting a scene with Lawrence Olivier in the 

film Marathon Man. When he arrived late, sweaty, and exhausted, Olivier asked, “My dear 

boy, why don’t you merely act?” This summarizes anecdotally the conflict between classical 

acting (external) and method acting (internal). In this workshop acting techniques will 

be explored to give writers tools for facing challenges with character, dialogue, and plot. 

These techniques may also be used by writing teachers to engage and animate workshops. 

In taking risks common to the actor, the writer may use these techniques in private when 

facing the blank page.

David O’Connor (IRL) is an Irish-Canadian actor, teacher, and writer.  

He has performed in more than a dozen countries and has more than fifty 

publication credits on five continents. Currently, he is shopping Sunshine 

‘89, a bildungsroman ripe for market.
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Writing with taste
16:15 - 17:45

Chefs and writers have a fair bit in common. 

They mix, thicken and taste things with their 

eyes closed.Writing and taste are central in this 

workshop, in which everything has to do with the 

language of taste and scents. You will be invited 

to dive into your memory and receive tips for 

writing a table scene.

Paroles et musique  
16:15 - 17:45 (FR)

Dans cet atelier tu découvres ou redécouvres 

les principes de base de l’écriture des paroles de 

chansons. Les contributions théoriques, basées sur 

les textes de référence de différents genres, ont été 

alternées avec des exercices créatifs. Avec ce module 

tu arriveras à oser, tester, essayer et partager d’une 

façon joyeuse, positive et interactive.

Sounds of the city
14:30 - 17:30

In 2017 Astrid Haerens launched the poetry project Stadsklanken.

be. She camped out with a caravan in various places in the 

Brussels district of Elsene / Ixelles, where she spoke with locals 

and passers-by.  On the basis of this research she wrote poems 

and placed them in a virtual online map. During this walk, Astrid 

lets you see another facet of Brussels and its inhabitants and 

challenges you to dive into the city in a poetic way. 

Astrid Haerens (BE) lives and works  

in Brussels. She writes poetry and prose.  

She also performs and works as a freelance 

teacher of creative writing at Jeugd & Poëzie, 

among others.

Kathy Mathys (BE) is a literary 

journalist for De Standaard and 

a teacher of creative writing for 

the Schrijversacademie (NL) 

and Querido Academie. She 

published Taste. A bittersweet 

exploration and the novel 

Verdwaaltijd.

Jérôme Vaillant (FR) a porté une 

cravate dans des entreprises pendant 30 

ans. Pas mal, mais un peu trop sérieux. 

Récemment il a commencé une nouvelle 

carrière. En ce moment il publie chez 

Aleph à Paris, inspire avec des lectures les 

esprits des générations Y et Z, chante dans 

un groupe et est rédacteur d’un magazine 

digital. 

© Geertje De Waegeneer
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Universal design for learning: concept for diversity 
10:00 - 11:30

Students are capable of great things when you offer them the right challenges. But how 

do you design your lessons in such a way that they best reflect your students’ diversity? 

UDL, Universal Design For Learning, has some tools to offer; you will be given tips and 

advice for building your own UDL course. Other frameworks, such as the motivational 

theory ZDT by Deci and Ryan and Effective Learning by Professor De Corte will also be 

explored. 

Drawing on his expertise in secondary education, inclusion coach 

Michaël Verbeeck (BE) supports or increases the awareness of parents, 

schools, and teacher training courses, regarding innovative and inclusive 

forms of education. 

Digital teacher
12:30 - 13:15

Several strategies exist for creating a warm and close environment in online creative 

writing teaching, that promote the group spirit and help students have effective learning 

experiences. Franco Chiaravalloti will discuss some of the following strategies: managing 

the debate on recommended reading; the importance of commenting on the texts of 

colleagues; chat activities or videoconferences; individual tutorials; proposing playful 

exercises; sharing videos and documents; the value of correcting students’ exercises 

through video and taking advantage of different Internet tools to promote creativity  

and enthusiasm.

Franco Chiaravalloti (ARG) is a writer and teacher of creative 

writing, specialized in short stories and flash fiction techniques. Franco 

has published two books of short stories and his stories are featured in 

various anthologies. He is the Online Courses Coordinator at the Escola 

d’Escriptura of Barcelona.
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Slow, episodic and illustrated:  
facets of digital non-fiction 
12:30 - 13:15 

Digital products and services challenge and re-evaluate constructs of writing and 

publishing, influencing length, distribution, and the relationship between text and imagery. 

This presentation discusses these transformations, using examples from journalism, 

museum and educational publishing, to demonstrate how concepts of quality, length and 

experience are being reconstructed in the digital sphere. It explores the demands these 

outputs make on authors, whilst evaluating their impact on readers. Additional data is 

drawn from the author’s own professional practice in online course development and 

digital storytelling, to identify and examine key lessons for writers and teachers of digital 

non-fiction.

Anna Faherty (UK) is a writer, digital publishing consultant, teacher and 

researcher working across the publishing, museum and charity sectors.  

She lectures at the Department of Information Studies at University College 

London, at the Department of English, City University, London, and at the 

School of Arts, Culture and Communication at Kingston University. 

Building a creative writing course 
in an international context + Speak the truth
14:30 - 16:00

In the context of CELA (Connecting Emerging Literary Artists), Escuela de Escritores 

organized a training course in teaching creative writing for four writers who are part of 

the project. This opportunity was taken to investigate what knowledge would be necessary 

for being a CW teacher. An intensive course was built up with theoretical and practical 

classes, as well as a focus on creativity and teaching tools. Based on this experience, 

Escuela de Escritores is now preparing a complete CW teacher training course.

This lecture is followed by the Finnish poet Risto Ahti, on how to speak the truth. The main 

idea is to understand how beauty, freedom and truth are strongly interrelated and the 

proof of each other and always the basis of understanding and expressing oneself.

Javier Sagarna (ESP) is director of Escuela de Escritores in Spain and 

president of the European Association of Creative Writing Programmes. 
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Creative writing as a tool for social transformation 
14:30 - 16:00

IIn 2013, UNESCO recognized an alternative model for secondary education that 

addressed rural communities in Colombia, Honduras and Guatemala as an educational 

innovation. This system, named Tutorial Learning System (SAT) goes beyond academic 

training and aims to empower young people to develop their potential and that of their 

communities. This session presents a study carried out in Honduras in 2017, based on the 

analysis of the teaching methodology in the area of language and its relationship to other 

areas. The focus is on teachers’ interaction and the way they train students to produce a 

long-term transformation in their lives, families and communities. Particular attention is 

paid to the application of creative writing to social transformation.

Amaya Blanco (ESP) is a PhD Student at the University of Las Palmas, 

Gran Canaria. She has published two poetry books and won the poetry 

prize Ciudad de Aroche. She studied at Escuela de Escritores and holds a 

BA and MA in Translation and Interpreting. Her PHD research looks at 

the relationship between creative writing and social change.

The multidisciplinary muse 
16:15 - 17:00

What kind of learning possibilities do inter-arts encounters offer for creative writers? 

This session presents teaching methods developed in the context of Emilia Karjula’s PhD 

research that looks at elements of ritual and play in the processes of creative writing. 

The collaboration with visual artist Eero Merimaa played an important part, as they 

worked together on the artistic output of the study (a deck of cards and short stories called 

Museion Tarot) and they taught classes for students of creative writing and visual art. The 

talk focuses on how combining verbal and visual practices can challenge and enrich our 

understanding of artistic processes and ways of facilitating them.

Emilia Karjula (FIN) is a PhD student in Creative Writing at the 

University of Jyväskylä. Her research looks at elements of ritual and play 

in the creative writing process. She mostly writes speculative fiction and 

experimental ethnography.
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Flying instead of falling:  
overcoming the fear of poetry 
17:00 - 17:45

Freedom and listening are used to encourage L2 English learners in Creative 

Writing workshops to meet language with confident uncertainty. Participants 

build confidence through experimentation and find comfort in uncertainty 

through learning to listen to language elements beyond denotation. Most 

participants ultimately choose to write both fiction and poetry. At the outset, 

many of them say, “I’ve always been afraid of poetry,” so Graves’ recent thinking 

has been about the fear of poetry, its origins and its antidotes. His workshops 

are also listed as language learning, so poetry serves here as a playground for 

language’s innate music, its rhythms and sounds, as well as for its possible self-

transcendence. 

Paul Graves (USA) is a lecturer at Helsinki University

Facing the Future with a Smile 
16:15 - 17:45

In the early twentieth century, Russian language philosopher Bakhtin launched the notion 

of the  chronotope - literally the imaginary unity of time and place - to study the genesis of 

the novel from a radically new perspective. He maintained, amongst others, that the birth of 

the author as a protagonist would cause a fundamental upheaval of the novel’s essence while 

being continuously shaped by the three most significant genre chronotopes. Did Bakhtin, in a 

Deleuzian way, predict an apolitical literary production and reception becoming perpetually lost 

in Freudian psychoanalytical structures of the individual, brilliant writer-subject defined by their 

own time period? Or did his chronotopological theory manage to provide us with the timely 

means by which the novel might defend itself against day-to-day hypes? Whatever the case may 

be, the chronotope has proven to be the pre-eminent means to reaffirm the ‘being of the world’ 

as the necessary starting point of every novel.

Els Moors (BE) has published two poetry bundles, a novel and a story bundle.  

She is an educator at Creatief Schrijven in Brussels and Antwerp, and at ArtEZ 

in Arnhem. She is also editor at the literary magazine nY and currently the 

Belgian National Poet.
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The following subjects will be dealt with:

10:00 - 11:30u
Translating poetry (NL) 

Hilde Keteleer (BE)  
Authentic essay - personal, curious 
and selective writer in the digital 
library 
Risto Niemi-Pynttär (FIN)

Creatief lezen en schrijven 
EACWP

11:45 - 13:15
Arriving at a story through art 
Barbara Van den Eynde (BE)

Raw imagination process 
Thomas Bouvatier (FR)

Writing with children and youngsters 
 Jeugd en Poëzie (BE)

venue deBuren
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This talk presents an authentic essay-course, in which creative writing masters’ students are encouraged to be the humanists of today. Authentic essay is non-fiction 
writing, which involves a process of searching-through-writing, with the wise ignorance of the narrator. The authentic essay - in contrast to the student essay - is not 
full of information: it searches minimal yet urgent knowledge. The methods include using fragmentary notes and searching connections in the personal lifeworld of the 
writer. Writing instructions include developing the fragmentary notes in a lyrical way, so that the style that guides the writing is not plain, logical, narrative prose. The 
idea is to avoid the logic of narrative, in order to write an intimate or lyrical essay. 
Risto Niemi-Pynttäri (FIN) is a lecturer of web writing, a Senior Lecturer at the University of Jyväskylä, Finland, and a board member of EACWP.

For the Royal Museum of the Visual Arts in Antwerp, Barbara developed a methodology to provide an interactive guide for newcomers with limited language 
capabilities and stimulate them to write a story about one of the artworks. She now uses the same methodology in touring Flemish prisons.
Barbara Van den Eynde (BE) is a writing coach and museum guide. She teaches creative writing to adults, children and youths alike.

Jeugd en Poëzie (Youth and Poetry) is an organisation in the field of culture education whose goal it is to engender poetry in all children and youths in an open, creative 
language environment. Through workshops, ateliers, trajectories, training and intensive supervision, the student will develop from literacy into fluency in their own, 
individual forms of expression.

As a psychoanalyst and a published author of novels, short novels, articles and a non fictionnal book, Thomas Bouvatier is running, at the Hospital Saint Antoine in 
Paris, a workshop on how creative writing can be a tool to deveop emotion with  people suffuring deep depression. The result is surprising, moving, strongly authentic 
and without moral or intellectuel biais. What works with depressed people, works as well with writers suffering a lack of inspiration, too much thoughts given on their 
subject or a certain lack of truthfulness in their story.
Thomas Bouvatier (FR) is affiliante as a researcher Phd with the University Paris VII and with European Commission on the narratives of extremism.

A common, rutinary inquiry within the discipline concerns the question if literary writing can be, actually, taught. The mostly affirmative answer to this statement 
generally regards reading as an obligatory practice for improving, developing and inspiring students’ own writings. However, if, indeed, literary creation can be taught 
and enhanced through reading, is it actually possible to teach our students how to read? How? Which are the different methodologies and pedagogies taking place in 
Europe? How does a creative reading may be taught, learned and practiced for the sake of our own writing? This round table strives to open up this timeless discussion 
and recall the necessary dialogue between reading and writing as a joined practice of the same artcraft.



The Pianofabriek in the colourful neighbourhood of Sint-Gillis / 
Saint Gilles is very focused on spoken word. On September 15th  
we will offer a programme featuring poetry slam and txt on stage.

venue Pianofabriek

PIANOFABRIEK

Live poetry slam 
20:30

Under the guidance of the European Poetry Slam champion Carmien Michels, a small 

group of teachers and artists will have worked for two days on an original creation.  

They will present this at the Pianofabriek at 8 pm. 

Afterwards, there is an open mic. You are most welcome to leave a lasting impression 

with your own texts on the international company of writing teachers. Power to the poets! 

venue Pianofabriek

ONGOING

Storybox: tell your own story! 

Expo PAROL!,
writing and art across walls  
and borders
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Carmien Michels



PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Participation in the conference costs:

•	 70 euros for 1 day
•	 120 euros for 2 days (including sandwich lunch and coffee breaks)

Would you like to taste beers in the evening with the European guests, or share breakfast 

in the mornings? In that case we will be happy to arrange an overnight stay at Sleepwel 

Hostel, which is close to deBuren, the conference venue. The price is 31 euros per night 

(incl. breakfast). This will allow you to experience every second of this conference.

 

Register at eacwp.org. Make sure to do this by Sunday July 22nd latest, 

to be among the first to select a personal programme. You will receive the registration link 

on August 20th. This link will then be made public on August 24th. 

www.eacwp.org

www.creatiefschrijven.be

info@creatiefschrijven.be

OUT OF THE BOX - International conference on creative writing

September 13th - 16th 2018, Brussel

Vlaams-Nederlands Huis deBuren 
Leopoldstraat 6 
1000 Brussels

The Flemish-Dutch House deBuren is a house for culture and debate and has as mission 
to promote cultural and societal collaboration and exchange between Flanders and the 
Netherlands, through concerted efforts of presentation, production, inspiration and 

connection.

Pianofabriek 
Fortstraat 35
1060 Sint-Gillis

Pianofabriek contributes to making Brussels the pleasant and surprising place that it is. 
Initiated by inhabitants, it is complementary to what is already on offer in the city. It is 
oriented towards the neighbourhood, whilst embracing an international perspective by 
supporting innovative and creative projects, and giving opportunities to groups as well as 
individuals. 

VENUES



Sunday, September 16th & Monday, September 17th
venue deBuren

EVERY STORY COUNTS

Are you staying on in Brussels on Sunday? Then we will be delighted to serve you a dessert 

of an unusual outing in our capital city. This is the ideal opportunity to round off the 

conference with grace and in excellent company. Information will follow shortly.    

And if you fancy staying on until Monday, we warmly recommend the international 

conference ‘Every story counts’ by the Vlaams Fonds voor de Letteren (The Flemish 

Literature Fund). It is the kick-off of a European project for and by the literary field 

about cultural perception in literature. The conference will take place at KVS, the 

Royal Flemish Theatre, and is oriented towards authors, illustrators, libraries, publishers, 

bookshops, literacy initiatives and literary organisations.



Out of
the box

September 13th -16th 2018, Brussels

Met dank aan:


